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Abstract
An essential step in understanding connected discourse is the ability to link the
meanings of successive sentences together. Given a growing database to which
new sentence meanings must be linked, which out of many possible inference chains
will succeed? To which items already in a data base is a new item relevent? To
assure easy understandability of text the amount of processing time spent on
unsuccessful linkage attempts must be reduced. This paper develops a preliminary
theory of discourse structure. Several newspaper articles were examined in the
light of this theory. Two examples were worked out indetail to explore how a
hypothetical discourse understander might use the model of discourse structure to
represent knowledge gained from processing text,
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DISCOURSE STRUCTURE
Discourse Structure
An essential step in understanding connected discourse is the ability to link the meanings of
successive sentences together. A system capable of doing this will need a fully specified semantics, in
order to recognize terms which are not expressed in the same fashion from sentence to sentence. It
will also need to make inferences involving the relation between what is learned from a new sentence
and what has been learned from. previous sentences. Given a.growing database to which new
sentence meanings must be linked, which out of many possible inference chpins will succeed? This is
of course the classic ."relevence" problem. To which items already in a data base is a new item
relevent? To assure easy understandability of text we must reduce the amount of processing spent
on inherently unsuccessful linkage attempts. Consequently, the goal of well written text- is to assure
that only relevent. inferences are attempted. To do so, text is sprinkled with various% cues.which an
understanding system (such as man) uses to guide the inferencing and semantics in assimilating
successive sentences. This paper explores this problem through an empirical study of the discourse
cues found in news articles and through an examination of the discourse structure of two examples.
This work .is exploratory and is part of a larger project on the acquisition and representation of
knowledge. The purpose of this working paper is to encourage feedback.
Before considering some examples, I should say that no program currently exists which
implements. these ideas. Constructing such a program would require a fully specified semantics,
parser, and inferencer, for some domain. Although such a system is a.goal of our work, the present
paper had a much smaller focus. This was to explore what is involved in understanding the
"connected" in "connected discourse". Various notions concerning frame structures are developed in
the examples, although these ideas are still in the exploratory stages. They are useful in specifying
how a "discourse understanders" might actually operate in our two domains.
The examples explore the discourse structure of two different sorts of short articles. The goal is
to both explore the problems and issues involved in following discourse, and to see how useful the
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ideas presented in the first section are. Various features of a discourse understander are discussed.
I shall talk as if a hypothetical program, the UNDERSTANDER, is actually processing the examples. I
will describe some of its operations, and also discuss processes.we might wish it to be capable Qof
performingL in doing its task of analyzing text. This is a convenience for presenting various partial
solutions, and for discussing aspects of discourse structure. Various formalisms are used for
specifying ideas. In particular, frames are represented using an augmented case frame notation,
which is presented in assertion lists. In the second example, action sequences are represented using
Scharik's conceptual dependency notation.
So far we -have said little about our general model of discourse understanding.. Understanding
connected discourse can be viewed as the problem of combining the meanings of individual sentences.
The placing of new information from successively read sentences into some conceptual structure is
the fundamental.operation. The understander relies on various rules of discourse structure in reading
text. In the model presented here, discourse is viewed as containing much information on how to
assimilate new knowledge. in.each successive sentence. .A smaller proportion of each sentence
actually contains new information.
We can specify rules for handling text which take advantage of the cues available in the text
itself. These rules examine each new sentence for cues as to how it should be integrated into
preceeding sentences. The basic scheme is that of a goal-driven discourse analyzer, in which each
new sentence is viewed as being concerned with a relatively small set of themes. Consequently, in
processing each sentence only a small set of ordered alternatives are considered.: Of course, as the
text becomes more poorly written, the task becomes harder, since we can no longer rely on the cues
and rules always working.:
At .the top level, the thematic organization provides the control structure. For instance, if the
'understander knows that a. paragraph is discussing a particular sub-theme, he or it need only try and
infer how the sentence meanings are linked to this sub-theme, while ignoring other aspects of the
database. Thus the discourse themes provide an organized. list of topics to which each new sentence
must be interfaced.
The amount of time spent on wrong alternatives can be further reduced by providing a restricted
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set of ways a sentence might be related to a particular theme. These provide a small set of likely
alternatives. Deciding which among these alternatives to try first can be an involved task, since a
wrong decision takes up valuable processing time. Consequently, the understander wherever possible
will check for clues indicating which link is likely to be the correct one.
The initial understanding necessary to decide how two sentences are semantically linked can
involve processing at many different levels of complexity, some relatively superficial, and some quite
deep. To illustrate' the range of ways sentences are linked, and to demonstrate the variety of
understanding involved, consider the following three examples:
(S1) John murdered his wife Mary.
(S2) The day before a load of rat poison had been delivered to the
house.
In this example, most people link the two sentences through a variety of inferences concerning
the usefulness of rat poison in disposing of your loved ones. How might an understander program go
about this task? The theme set by the first sentence involves an act of murder. Our belief (following
* Charniak, 1972; Minsky, 1975) is that the semantics for murder should specify several expectations
for a murder event. For example some instrument capable of causing death is required. This
particular expectation can be satisfied by an appropriate semantic specification for rat poison.
(S3) All the ice-cube factories in Lapland are being closed.
(S4) Remaining behind are the head ice-crusher and his assistants.
Most people, on hearing the first two words of the second sentence, immediately infer that the
"remaining behind" occurs at the Lapland ice-cube factories. In this instance, the case frame for
"remaining" includes a locative case which together with "behind" specifies that the referent must
already exist in the current data base.
These two examples illustrate that the process of understanding a single sentence is closely
intertwined with the process of understanding a group of sentences. Not only does the understander
use the same semantic knowledge to link sentences as is used in understanding the sentences
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themselves, but in fact, we cannot even provide sharp boundaries to separate the process of
understanding a sentence from the process of assimilating it to our understanding of prior sentences.
It is probably not true that new sentences are first parsed and understood before attempts at
iritegration are made. Rather, the process is more likely an interactive one whose boundaries are
determined by the needs of the moment, and the types of linking cues available. Some of these cues
may be quite explicit and" require very little exploratory processing. As an example, consider this
third pair of sentences:
(S5) John murdered his wife Mary.
(S6) The murder was motivated by jealousy.
In this case we find an explicit reference in the second sentence to the theme of murder. The
definite reference of "the murder" in (S6) can be linked to (S5) without a complete parse.
Understanding (S6) provides new information concerning the theme of murder without further work.
The new information gives us the motivation for the action of the first sentence.
The more explicit the cue, the easier it is to focus the understanding process on linking meanings
which should be linked, rather than wasting time on trying various alternatives to see if they are
possibly semantically connected. Thus the usefulness of theme structure and thematic expectations
will be determined by the ease with which various cues in the sentences can be used to indicate
intersentence links. These cues will provide the initial focus for the understanding process by
directing its attention to the particular linkages it should attempt to create;
Before elaborating our model of thematic expectation and the understanding process, lets consider
the various types of cues available to such an understander to aid in integrating thematicly related
sentences.
These cues will be input to a proposed understander whose goal is to construct a thematic
structure and story data base. from the text. It attempts to link each new sentence to some part of
the existing theme structure. To do so it examines that sentence looking for information on the
nature of .the link. To correctly link a sentence meaning with the particular theme or sub-theme it is
related to, the understander assumes that there exist only a small number of types of cues in
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sentences indicating the thematic link, and that every sentence contains such a link. (Of course, in
less than very well written text this is not always true. To the extent that this does not occur, the
text is more difficult to understand, precisely because more work must be done to determine how
what is said in one sentence is related to what has been said in prior sentences.) The types of linking
information are:
A) Anaphoric Reference
B) Paraphrase
C) Contextual Reference
D) Compiled Phrase
E) Frame reference
F) Default
This is a fir,st pass at providing an exhaustive set of discourse connectives. Members are not
necessarily atomic units, but may be decomposable into subcategories. (See, for example,' Nash-
Webber's report on the different classes of anaphoric reference. (B. L. Nash-Webber, 1976))
Anaphoric reference can be illustrated by a variation on Schank's classic example:
(S7) John wished to be chairman of the department.
(S8) He went out and bought a gun.
In this case, the "He" is an anaphoric referent to "John". Anaphoric references can be difficult to
disambiguate. Rosenberg and Lambert (1974) found that passages containing many intersentence
anaphoric references were more susceptible to processing difficulties. They discovered that
newspaper articles showed few intersentence effects in immediate real time processing. For example,
arranging the sentences in a random order had little effect on shadowing ability. However, such
manipulations severely disrupted the shadowing of passages from an introductory textbook.
Rosenberg and Lambert found that their typical newspaper article had only half as many anaphoric
references as the text book passage. One difference between a newspaper article and a text is that
a text passage develops a line of thought which makes the interpretation of later sentences often
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dependent on earlier ones. This occurs through.the development of an argument, and most
particularly through the introduction of new ideas and elements. Since an anaphoric reference utilizes
a pronoun, it presupposes the existence in the database of an object which that pronoun refers to.
Re.arranging the sentence order could then disrupt the process of locating the referent.
Any anaphoric reference must be disambiguated by determining the referent through some set of
rules. In many cases there are only a few possible data objects of the right. gender and number.
However, ariaphoric reference can extend over several sentences, taking disambiguation difficult.
Obviously, it would be much better to directly evoke the referenced object by using a label. This has
several advantages. The sentence in isolation can be perfectly understandable, with all objects given
names. If the refered-to objects already exist in long term memory, skimming becomes a much easier
job, since each sentence can stand alone. However, in using a label, it is bad style to repetitively use-
a particular name. To get around this, representations for data structures will have a variety of
labels, known as PARAPHRASEs. To explain paraphrase I will introduce some semantics. Specifically,
consider how a concept. (we will later provide a formal representation 'for a concept) could be
referenced. It might have a name.. For example, the concept for the Oil Cartel might have the name
"Oil Cartel". Whenever it comes across this name in text, the understander references the concept, if
it already 'exists in the story data base, or else it retrieves this concept from long term memory and
adds it to its database. for the text. Suppose the text understander after reading a sentence with "Oil
Cprtel" as its topic, then reads a sentence containing "O.P.E.C." Presumably this also is a name for the
same concept. There are other names as well. Some of these names are less official, but can still be
unique designants of the concept, For instance, "the oil exporting nations". We can think of these
different PARAPHRASEs as all being permissable names of the concept. Their use results in a
reference to the "Oil Cartel" concept a previous use of a label has added it to the story database.
However, the use of a paraphrase, unlike a pronoun, does not presuppose that the concept already
exists in the story database. The sentence is understandable even if this is not the case, with the
paraphrase serving to evoke the concept. Consequently, successive uses of PARAPHRASEs function
as discourse links, while the first use serves to initially evoke the concept. Each concept will have an
associated list of allowable names. In a-sense we are using a thesaurus to make sure that all common
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labels for refering to a concept evoke that concept.
Our model of a concept supposes that it contains a list of PARAPHRASES which function as names,
and which directly access the concept. (This holds both for concepts which are used to represent
objects or things (Oil Cartel) and for concepts which are used to represent events. For instance, we
have "the Oil Crisis", "Oil Embargo", etc.) Paraphrases often develop in the course of discussing an
event or object. They serve a stylistic function. It is usually bad style to repeat a name several
times in a row. In this regard there seem to be various stylistic rules which govern the frequency
with which various sorts of labels can be used. A subset of rules govern the use of proper names
and titles for people. Various abreviations, such as <Full Name>, Mr.<last name>, nick names, and titles
can be used. People are refered to by the same label much more frequently than objects or events.
CONTEXTUAL REFERENCE is closely related to paraphrase. Contextual reference is the use of a
general term in a context where it functions as a reference or paraphrase. For instance, although the
phrase "Oil exporting nations" has been used frequently enough to become a paraphrase for OPEC,
initially it is a contextual referent. In the following sentences
(S9) The report discussed the recent border clash.
(S10) The incident was not considered important.
the use of the phrase "The incident" in ($10) is an unambiguous reference to the "border clash" of the
first sentence. In the context of the discourse, only the "border clash" is an incident. Other contexts
might result in the phrase having a different referent. Consequently contextual reference involves
the use of a general term in a context where its referent can be uniquely disambiguated. Of course
successfully implementing this disambiguation will depend on the nature of the semantics involved.
An interesting phenomena is that repeated use of a particular contextual referent in a text causes
it to become a local paraphrase. After its. initial introduction, "incident" would refer to the "border
clash" throughout the text. The discourse understander (whether a person or a program) can keep
such local contextual referents around to save later processing.
Quite often COMPILED PHRASES are used to link sentences together, and serve a stylistic function
as well, due to their familiarity. Joel Becker (1975) has written a paper on the use of such phrases in
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understanding. For example, "For example" is a compiled phrase which indicates the nature of the link
between this sentence and the preceeding one. Each field has a number of stock phrases which are
used to clothe ideas and indicate relations. Their utility is that they evoke specific, methods which
compute the specified Jinkage. ("As expected", "To accomplish these aims", "A leading spokesman for",
are examples.) Function words often serve a similiar linking role between .as well as within sentences.
For the moment, I consider many function words, and phrases composed of function words, to be
compiled phrases (e.g. "But not as much as", "And not") Such phrases evoke compiled functions rather
than.undergo parsing.
Up to this point we have only committed ourselves to some symbolic representation for a concept.
Now we make one further commitment. A concept has a set of attributes. This is common to most
representation schemes, but allows us to define FRAME REFERENCE.
FRAME REFERENCE refers to a form of reference which depends on the empty slots of a frame for
effect. It operates either within or between sentences, and illustrates that the processing of
intersentence links is not separate from intrasentence processes. For an example using case frames,
consider the following two sentences.
(S11) John shot his wife.
($12) The gun was a forty-five caliber automatic.
In this case the sentences can be linked through the realization that the action of the' first
sentence ("shot") has an unspecified instrument. The second sentence specifies this instrument.
Suppose a sentence like
(S11a) His motive was jealousy.
is interposed between the two sentences. We still have no difficulty in linking the two sentences.
Consequently, these case expectations can link over more than one sentence, although at some point,
perhaps when an intermediate theme has been introduced, they will become difficult to disambiguate.
Another interesting case in this class is the example introduced.earlier, of:
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($3) All the icecube factories in Lapland are being closed.
(S4) Remaining behind are the head ice-crusher and his assistants.
In this case the second sentence's locative expectation for "remaining" is satisfied by the previous
sentence. In this example, the case expectation operated as a backward reference.
DEFAULT is a rule of discourse which says that if there is no explicit link to a previous theme, the
current sentence will discuss the same theme as the preceeding sentence. This is refered to as the
default option.
To determine how well these categories covered the field of discourse links, and their relative
frequency of occurence in well written text, an. examination was made of several newspaper articles.
(We will proceed as if we have specified an exhaustive set of discourse links.) Newspaper articles
provide, a good domain, since they have evolved under very practical constraints into prose which
provides a maximum of information in a minimum of space in a format which is one of the most easily
understandable. Presumably newspaper reporters and editors have a variety of internalized rules for
constructing such stories.
The articles were chosen from the New York Times. In some ways this was an atypical choice
since the Times uses rather more convoluted sentences than most newspapers. The procedure was to
take one front page article a day for several days, and count the frequency of occurence of each of
our cues. A total of eight articles were examined in this way. Virtually every sentence contained a
linking cue of the form we have proposed. The following table shows the freqency of occurence of
the various types of cues. No instances of FRAME REFERENCE happened to Occur in these particular
articles, and so this category is omitted from the table. (Two of the cues have been given sub-
categories. Both PARAPHRASE and CONTEXTUAL REFERENCE have separate categories for cues Which
refer to objects, and cues which refer to events. In addition, PARAPHRASE has been given a third
sub-category called LITERAL which refers to the various times when the reference (usually to a
person) uses either the same name, or some common abreviation, such as going from a full name to a.
first name.)
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ARTICLE NBR
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ANAPHORIC 14 3 18 7 '8 8 4 6
PARAPHRASE a)event 0 3 8 2 8 1 :1 1.
b)object 08 1 3 3 7 12 4
c) iteral 21 0 2 6 6 7 5 6
TOTAL 21 9 3 11 9 15 18 11
CONTEXTUAL a event 2. 5 6 4 3 8 2 1
b)object 1 2 3 5 3 18 8 5
TOTAL 3 7 3 9 6 18 18 6
DEFAULT .2 5 5 5 8 7 4 4
Total number of
sentences 40 24 29 32 31 48 36 27
Only about one fourth of the 'intersentence references were anaphoric in nature. This suggests
the importance of developing better models for other forms of intersentence reference.
.To further explore the use of these cues, three articles were examined -intensively, and their
thematic structure charted. We wished to determine if some cues were. used under different
circumstances than others.:. Consider the nature of theme structure organization. The two possible
dimensions are depth and breadth. In other words, a depth first thematic organization would first
introduce a sub-theme, discuss it exhaustively, and then pop. back up and introduce a new sub-theme,
without .ever returning to a previous sub-theme.. A breadth first theme structure would first
introduce all sub-themes, then talk about one, go on to the next, and so on. After saying a few things
about all sub-themes, it would return to the first, and say a few more things about it, then go on to
the next, etc. This process would repeat itself to some arbitrary level of depth. Actual prose is a
combination of these two strategies. The interesting aspect is that in either case, we find local
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groups of sentences discussing some sub-theme. At some point it becomes necessary to "pop up" and
switch to a new sub-theme. The question is, are such non-local links of a different sort than those
used locally?
To answer this qustion, a numerical value was assigned to each cue in the three articles. Thos.e
links which were "local" were given a value of 0, while those used in "popping up" or otherwise
linking a theme with other themes were given a value of 1. A "local" theme link can be defined as a
link to the most recently referenced theme. A non local link would then either refer to some prior
theme or introduce a new theme. The mean value associated with each cue indicates the uses to
which that cue is put. (DEFAULT cues are not included in this statistic.since they are by their nature
local cues).
ARTICLE 1 ARTICLE 2 ARTICLE 3
NBR. MEAN NBR. MEAN NBR. MEAN
SENT. VALUE SENT. VALUE SENT. VALUE
ANAPHORIC 4 8 3 0 5 8
PARAPHRASE a) event 1 0 i 8 0
b) object 4 -.75 11 .45 1 8
c) literal 3 1.00 2 8 13 .45
TOTAL 8 .75 14 .36 14 .43
CONTEXTUAL a) event 4 .25 5 .48 4 .58
b) object 2 8 6 .50 4 .50
TOTAL 6 .17 11 .45 8 .50
These results indicate that in our sample anaphoric reference is never used to indicate cross
theme links. Since the refqrence problem becomes much harder across theme boundaries this makes
sense. The sample is quite small, and we should be cautious in drawing conclusions from it. As we
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continue to explore theme structure we may be able to give a more detailed picture. Certainly there
are many interesting issues here which are amenable to empirical research. For example, it may be
possible to develop readability measures based on the thematic function of .sentences. Speed of.
comprehersion :or ability to draw inferences may be affected by .the way sentences are linked.
Surface Cues
We can formulate our first rule, Rule 1, which states: that the understander expects every
sentence to contain an explicit cue (i.e. PARAPHRASE, CONTEXTUAL REFERENCE, ANAPHORIC
REFERENCE, COMPILED PHRASE, or FRAME REFERENCE) which indicates the link to the theme structure,
otherwise the DEFAULT option holds true.
Comprehension
Once a link is found, a sentence may be related to a prior theme in one of four ways. Thus, Rule
2: A sentence is either
A. Instantiating the concept description.
B. Augmenting expectations for attributes.of the concept.
C. Providing qualitative knowledge involving that theme.
D. Introducing a new concept as the value of some attribute of the current concept. (i.e. starting
a new sub-theme.)
These are not exclusive. More than one choice can occur in a sentence. Lets consider these four
alternatives.
(A) The theme can either be a object ("Oil Cartel") or an event ("Oil Crisis"). In either case we will
use a FRAME to represent the theme. So far, all that we have specified for a FRAME is a property
list, some of whose properties are cases. Following Goldstein (personel: communication) by a FRAME
we.,ean a "generalized property list." (More details on our conception of frames later.) Suppose
that the theme is the act of murder expressed in the sentence
(SI) John murdered his'wife Mary.
Further suppose that our frame for murder initially contains at least that information which the verb
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"murder" has associated with itself in a case grammer. One such case will be the instrumental. In the
sentence this case is unfilled. This will often happen. Such defaulted frame slots are
UNINSTANTIATED. INSTANTIATING a theme involves substituting actual values for default values.
The understander expects that in a piece of discourse all uninstantiated slots for a theme will be
instantiated somewhere in the course of the article. New knowledge in a.current sentence related to
that theme may instantiate part of it.
Uninstantiated slots create EXPECTATIONS. The understander EXPECTS these slots to be
instantiated by information in succeeding sentences. Our model of discourse understahding views the
process as an active one. Once a link has been found between the current sentence and a previous
theme any expectations associated with that theme become active processes which examine any new
knowledge in the sentence in an attempt to instantiate themselves. (This idea of using active
processes to make sense out of new input is not a new one in A.I. Charniak (1972) has explored some
of these possibilities in the context of story understanding, Minsky (1975) has described how this
might work for frames involved in vision comprehension, .and Goldstein and Papert (1975) have also
discussed this approach. We propose that these active expectations used in understanding text are
organized around frames, and controlled by the thematic structure. This determines which
expectations are actively being considered at any one time.) Of course, in any particular article, not
all expectations will be instantiated, but this is not important. Rules 1 and 2 have, the effect of
reducing the alternatives considered. They state that any new knowedge in a sentence is related to
only a few aspects of the prior context, and that by examining cues in the sentence these aspects :can
be discovered. Thus, for each new sentence, only a small number of alternatives are ever actively
considered. Although there may be many themes and expectations, only a small set are ever active at
any one time. The sentence currently being processed should indicate which theme and associated
expectations are relevant. The function of discourse structure is precisely to limit the number of
alternatives which have to be considered.
(B) If we view the process of instantiating expectations as an active process there is a second
alternative. Although a new sentence may not actually instantiate an expectation, it might help us by
providing further information about the form of that instantiation. For instance, so far we have been
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using selectional restrictions on cases in our frame to define a permissable slot filler. This is a very
crude filter. Consider the theme. of murder in:
(S1) John murdered his wife Mary.
An expectation for an instrumental case exists. Suppose the next sentence said:
(S13) He used a blunt instrument.
Although the case has still not been instantiated, we now know that a semantic feature of the
instrument is that it is blunt. Consequently our expectation has been AUGMENTED by the knowledge
in the new sentence. The expectation is an active problem solving process which can make use of
this knowledge. Thus, if the third sentence said:
($14) A frozen leg of lamb and a vial of poison were found next to the corpse.
the expectation can now instantiate the instrumental .case with "leg of lamb". Consequently, the
process of instantiation can be viewed as one where discourse gives more and more detailed clues
:concerning the semantic features of an instantiation, until the actual slot filler is given. This occurs in
articles which have a top down structure in which knowledge is given in a sequence from the general
at the beginning, to the small details at the end. (newspaper articles, for example)
The view of discourse presented .here is one in which themes are used to set up expictations.
These expectations can be viewed as "demons" (e.g. planner antecedent theorems). Each demon is
trying to match its pattern against an assertion in the story data base. Along the way various pieces
of useful information are given to the demon in the form of further features of the pattern. These
features can then be used the next time the demon is active in its search. Demons are evoked only
when there is a likelyhood of them succeeding (i.e. when a thematicly related sentence comes along).
(C) Some sentences do not instantiate a theme, but instead provide reasons, causal links to other
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themes, etc. Such information is often expressed in the form of QUALITATIVE KNOWLEDGE. Such
knowledge is the expression of a simple causal relation in a non-quantitative fashion. It can be used
to express reasoning. Some examples are:
($15) He murdered her out of jealousy.
(S16) Poor rain means a small wheat crop.
Articles seek to explain theme events by expressing qualitative knowledge about the event.
(D) Once a theme is fully instantiated (or even before this point), discourse can start a related
theme or sub-theme. This alternative can be made more precise. A new theme has been created if
the sentence introduces any new expectations. (The term theme may have been used in a confusing
manner. Every sentence designates at least one topic, but not all topics are themes. The designated
topic is a frame which is moved into the story database. If the topic contains no new expectations, it
is merely instantiating a previous theme. If it does contain new expectations, it is considered a new
theme. In other words, topics which have forward consequences across sentence boundaries are
considered to be themes.)
Many of the rules of discourse which can be specified should be interpreted as "most likely to
occur", given that the text is well written. Eventually, they can be expanded to provide a set of
heuristics. For instance, headlines are supposed to provide good summaries of newspaper articles,
but it isn't necessary for our understanding that they do so. It merely maJkes it easier.
A parsing scheme which could function as input for a system of discourse rules such as are
presented here is one which provides case information. The case frames can be viewed as being a
special instance of a broader frame system. The case grammer representation is seen as a minimum
frame, in the absence of other semantic information. Since much of our model rests on our own
concept of frames we will discuss this here.
Case frames are ordinarily defined in terms of the selectional restrictions on the cases a verb may
take. We will also want to associate such information as common paraphrases, links to related frames,
generic information and computational knowledge. Goldstein (1975) has developed a frame system
which specifies the frame structure and its relation to other frames.
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Dictionary definitions indicate how people augment the selectional restrictions. Such definitions
represent a minimum amount of lexical information a person is likely.to have available in
Iderstanding a sentence. Consequently the concept of "selectional restrictions" is broadened to
.include. this information in the minimum restriction.
Many events do not have unique instantiations. In the example
(S1) John murdered his wife Mary.
many possible actions could result in her death. The sentence really specifies a goal.to be achieved,
without describing the event which achieves it. However, we do know a few features of that event,
such as the fact-that there must be an animate actor, preferably John, some instrument, and that Mary
is the recipient. Also, the action must fulfill the goal, i.e. result in Mary's death.
Many events in discourse will follow a structure where initially the event is introduced as a
GOAL in the sense used here. Later sentences related to this theme will start to describe the event
w.hich instantiates this goal. (i.e. John took Mary for a drive to the old quarry....) They will provide
descriptive features. for the event- (t happened late at night; it.was due to jealousy, etc.) Usually,
the bottom level of instantiation is the physical description of the event (He slowly raised the knife...).
Thus a frame which is used to represent.an event specifies (1) a goal, and (2) semantic features of
an actual event description which can instantiate that event frame. The minimum amount of semantic
knowledge associated with the frame would be that knowledge of cases which a case grammer has
.ccess to. However, we would want to augment this by at least that minimum of other information
contained in dictionary definitions.
Another sort of frame which is useful is a frame to represent objects. Rather than describing
events centered around verbs *of action, they are collections of knowledge about a concept. For
example, data about commodities is most easily represented as a object frame. In common with event
frames, object frames can have selectional restrictions on the semantic features of possible entries.
Object frames take values as the bottom level of instantiation.
It is also necessary to distinguish -between generic frames and episodic frames. Generic frames
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express our general knowledge of the world, and are members of our semantic lexicon. However, the
understander will also have to construct frames to represent knowledge which is initially specific to
episodes. For example, the lexicon might have a generic frame for assasination. The Kennedy
assasination is an episodic frame which contains many of the features of the generic assasination
frame, but also contains knowledge particular to this episode. There are episodic frames for both
events and objects. Since these frames must contain the properties of the generic frame, the
understander can construct them by instantiating a generic frame in a particular domain. Consider "Oil
Cartel". The frame for cartel is instantiated for the domain of oil. The frame for the Oil Cartel will
first detail the semantic features of any member by using the cartel frame to specify the features of a
cartel as a group of countries banded together politically for gain. More specific detail will specify
the involvement of oil as an additional criterion in determining membership. Finally, there will be a
membership list of actual countries which belong to the cartel, and fit the criterion. Episodic frames
can always be constructed by instantiating a generic frame in a domain, and then qualifying it as
necessary.
Organizing event 'frames around goals, rather than particular instantiations provides the same
advantages that organizing object frames around concepts gives. We can construct frames for event
classes. For example, consider some actions involved in cooking: sauteing, broiling, frying. In each of
these the goal is to cook meat by applying heat in a particular way. Suppose we wished to cook
some meat in a hurry in a particular kitchen. We evoke the goal of "cooking". "Cooking" involves
applying heat to food, but in an unspecified way. However, this particular instantiation of "cooking"
places restrictions on time and on utensils. These restrictions help select among the actions (which
are themselves frames) which cluster under the top goal of cooking. Another way to look at this is to
consider a frame for verbs of cooking. The frame is evoked by the goal of cooking. The verb
"cooking" itself is unmarked as to selectional restrictions for heat. Other actions have specified
restrictions for this and other slots, which, as more details occur, help select an appropriate action.
If frames exist for certain classes of events, this organization can be used in setting up
expectations. To return to our favorite example,
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(S1) John murders his wife Mary
a requirement that the alibi slot be filled would also restrict alternatives for the action slot to those
which do not require John's presence. Instantiations which involve poison, or hired killers, would be
possible alternatives.
There are a host of issues on how to organize frames to provide convenient access to knowledge.
For instance, how do we specify its boundaries? Most real world frames do not have sharp
boundaries. At best they have borders which are accepted by consensus - a consensus which may
not be appropriate for an expert; since it is a lowest common denominator. Another issue is how one
frame is connected to other frames. As yet there are no implemented solutions, although Goldstein's
is very close to completion.
It should be mentioned that for our purposes, the most useful parts of episodic frames are often
not the universal aspects, but the unique particulars. Thus, although both the oil and coffee cartels
share the properties of the cartel frame, this is relatively unimportant. The most useful knowledge is
that in the oil cartel Saudi Arabia has enough reserves to break the cartel. Is Brazil, with a. third of
tlqe world's coffee production, in an analogous .position?
Schank (1973) has proposed that there exist asmall set of conceptual primitives for
understanding. The view presented here is that there are classes of events, in the world. Event
classes (such as cooking, murdering, etc.) can be represented in terms of a set of conceptual
primitives which can also be viewed as slots or selectional restrictions on the top level frame for that
event class. The various verbs (themselves represented by frames) describing events in that class
differ with respect to their restrictions and options in the top level frame. (Bruce (1975) has
discussed such a system for verbs of "request", and Abelson (1973) has looked at plans as an event
class)
A frame for an event class can be evoked by a goal, such as the goal of murdering Mary. Event
classes are actually frames for kinds of events which can be described by alternative verb selections.
In parsing, if a verb is recognized as being a member of. an event class, that frame can aid the
parsing, by providing the various slots and expectations for that particular specification for the event
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action. The set of primitives defines a set of expectations and permissable alternatives. For instance,
in Bruce's "request" frame, the verb used allows us to make judgements as to who has authority over
who, and consequently expect certain things to be permissable occurences in later sentences. As the
discourse describes expectations and restrictions, the particular goal satisfying event becomes
specified.
We propose that in representing event classes in a frame system, such as Goldstein's, generic
information should be "bumped" to the highest possible frame. Frames which can inherit from this
frame will contain idiosyncratic information, and restrictions on the inheritence. For example, consider
a frame for the event class of Exchange. (I owe this example to Mitch Marcus; I, however, am
responsible for any flaws in this presentation.) The top most frame might be:
(AO Exchange El)
(Al El Actor ? )
(A2 El Recipient ?
(A3 El Object1 ?
(A4 El Object2 ? )
(A5 El #Exchangel :Actor :Recipient :Objectl)
(A6 El #Exchange2 :Recipient :Actor :0bject2)
We can now define two other frames in this event class which inherit from (El). These are the
Transfer, and the Trade frames. e.g.
(AO Transfer TI)
(A1 .T1 (Exchange2 nil))
(A2 Ti (Object2 nil))
In other words, the Transfer frame inherits the properties of the Exchange frame, but has restrictions
which specify that only one exchange takes place.
(AO Trade T2)
(Al T2 (Object2 Money))
The Trade frame, on the other hand, specifies that one of the objects in the Exchange frame must be
a kind of Money.
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Now lets consider some. terminal frames in this event class. Frames which inherit from the Trade
frame might be those fbr the verbs "buy", "sell" and "paid". These frames wiN contain idiosyncratic
information, and knowledge about the focus of the sentence which is using the verb. (Consider the
sentences "John .bought a bike from Bill for 310" vs. "Bill sold a bike to John for 810", vs "John paid
$10 to Bill for a bike". The shift in verb serves to shift the focus of attention in what is the same
transaction in, all three cases.) However, a major component of their meanings will be captured by (a)
the inheritence of deep case knowledge through the frame hierarchy, and (b) special frame mapping
functions that indicate how to map from surface case assignments onto the inherited deep cases. (For
instance, in "John bought a bike from Bill for $10", the case mapping functions must indicate that the
Agent of the verb "buy", namely "John", is the Recipient in the deep case representation.)
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THE EXAMPLES
Example 1
To see how useful these ideas are in understanding a piece of.text, consider two examples. The
first example we shall look at is the Commodities Report article given in Appendix 1. Analysis of this
article was done jointly with Ira Goldstein and James Stansfield. In considering it, we assume that the
understander has a data base which knows the values (given in the associated table) from the
preceeding report in the series, and last year's report. This can be represented by a set of
assertions, each of the form:
(<assertion nbr> <table nbr> <attribute> <value>)
(A51 T3 domestic-use (736-686)
Its task is to learn what the current crop values are, and perhaps deduce trends and surprises,
through understanding this article on the current report. The article itself discusses two actual
events, last year's crop, and this year's. Each year's crop is the subject of several successive
reports. For this year's crop, there is a current report, and the previous (i.e. formerly current)
report. The understander must be able to distinguish among different occur~ences of a repeatings
event, and among different reports of a single event. One function of antecedent theorems, for
instance, will be to relabel the current report as "previous estimate" whenever a new current report
comes in.
The present example is very simple and does not involve many themes. Initially, we will use an
assertion list of topics, which will also mirror the theme structure. Topics are entered on the list as
they occur. A topic is labeled if it is a theme. Part of the asserion will be a pointer to an antecedent
assertion on the list, the super-theme, as well as a list of pointers to consequent sub-themes, if they
occur. The first assertion in the table has the form:
(<assertion no.> (label "topic list") <list no.>)
The topic assertions in the list have the form:
(<assertion no.> <list no.> <label> <theme> <antecedent theme> <consequent theme>)
The label is a paraphrase which is also the main referent of the topic. It is a pointer to the assertion
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list which forms the underlying conceptual representation of the topic.
If the understander is just beginning the article, there will be no entries, on the topic list. To
handle this case, the understander makes the topic of the next input the first assertion, and labels it a
theme. (Unless it has no expectations.) If there is at least one assertion, a new assertion is added for
each new topic. Rule 1 (or at least some mechanism with the expertise to apply it) is used to
determine its antecedent, and a pointer is put in:that antecedent assertion's consequent slot.
Each time a new topic is added to the list, (i.e. for each new sentence) the understander will want
-to determine (i) its antecedent theme; (2) whether it instantiates any of its antecedent's.
expectations; or (3) augments the antecedent's expectations; (4) contains new expectations (i.e.
Starts a new sub-theme); (5) contains qualitative knowledge about the antecedent theme. These
alternatives are not exclusive. Rule 1 is used in finding a link from the current topic to a prior theme,
and then Rule 2 is used to determine how this topic is related to the theme.
So far we have not discussed where the first theme and its set of expectations come from.
Headlines, or if these do not exist, the initial sentence, provide these. Headlines are somewhat
unusual, and special ruiles may be necessary. To begin with, headlines are specifically constructed to'
indicate the major themes of an article, and to summarize it. Some nqwspaper articles have as many
as four levels of headlines. Thus headlines are explicit clues designed to tell what an article is about.
Another special feature is that they are often phrases or sentence fragments, rather than full
sentences.
The first headline, in our commodities article is.
(S17) WHEAT AND CORN.
Initially we won't worry about specifying. special rules to take advantage of the thematic aspects of
headlines. The first headline could- be parsed by evoking "and" as a function which takes two
arguments. (e.g. (eand :<Arg-l("wheat")> <Arg2 ("corn")>); of course "and" must be much more
complicated than this to handle the very complicated syntactic forms it can be involved in.) This
headline. becomes the first topic assertion on the topic list.
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(AO Topic List TI)
(Al TI (#and :wheat :corn.) (theme) ? ? )
This headline supplies only generic information. It does not describe a context which allows us to
derive specific expectations. Since this is the major headline, we can assume that it is central to
whatever context is explored in the article. Consequently we expect Al to be involved in a later
sentence providing a more detailed context which allows expectations.
The second headline is:
(S18) AN ANALYSIS OF THE LATEST U.S.D.A. SUPPLY AND DEMAND PROJECTIONS.
This sentence fragment describes an event, namely the analysis of a domain. The parser recognizes
three things about this fragment. (1) A compiled phrase; (2) time phrase; (3) An object frame.
The phrase "An analysis of" is a compiled phrase. It indicates that a detailed report on the topic
of the sentence is to follow. The compiled phrase is treated as a function whose goal is to find the
argument of the function. (i.e. instantiate the domain being analyzed)
The rest of the sentence fragment forms the topic, which is also the argument of the function.
The'topic has two parts, the first of which is the time phrase "the latest". The commodities-world
involves many indicators of relative and absolute time: "most recent", "current", "latest", "past",
"earlier", etc. These are used to place reports relative to events and to each other. The existence of
a new report can change the status of earlier reports relative to other information. However,
indefinite temporal terms can also function as expectations. If no absolute date for an event is given,
phrases such as "the latest" are considered as augmentations of expectations (i.e. further restrictions
on) on a time slot. The understander expects to learn later what time the "latest" really is. Such
relative phrases will require the sevices of a temporal specialist (Kahn (1975)) to automatically update
such judgements, and .keep them consistent with the "present time" state of the world. For instance,
in the current case, until this "latest" report, the "previous" report was the "current" one, although we
now wish to change its label.
The topic is "U.S.D.A. supply and demand projections". We would like this phrase to be recognized
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as a paraphrase or label for a particular occurence of the state frame for "Report". One mechanism
for doing this is to to make "projections" an object frame which is a kind of report (i.e. a speculative
one). Then frame matching "Projection is-a Report" will succeed through the inheritance of properties
from the generic Report frame. This is a larger paraphrase than the one or two word examples which
form the usual occuirence, such as "Oil Cartel".
A frame for the semantic entity "Report" is useful, since a commodities article understander will
often be considering various reports. There are several properties of reports which should be.
represented in the frame.
(1) There are different KINDs of reports, among which is (*Kind :Report :Supply-and-Demand).
(2) Reports also have a SOURCE, which in the current case is: (#Source :Supply-and-Demand
:U.S.D.A.)
(3) Reports also have a FORM, such as Figures, Values, Tables, etc.
(4) And of course, they will also have a. DOMAIN, which in the present case is Wheat and Corn.
(5) Lastly, they have a STATUS (Final, Current, Projected, etc.)
(6) and a TIME.
The conceptual representation for a REPORT might be a list of assertions, where each assertion
represents specific case information of the sort just outlined. e.g.
(AO Report RI)
(Al R1 #type :supply and demand)
(A2 RI #source :U.S.D.A.)
(A3 R1 #form ? )
(A4 R1 #domain ? )
(A5 R1 #status :projected)
(A6 R1 tirne :latest)
I: have instantiated those values we can determine from the current sentence. At: this point we also
introduce a frame for the event of "Reporting". The frame for "Report" has a slot "Source". A source
is connected to a report through the semantic action "create". Sources create reports& We will' call
this : event "reporting". They may do this by various actions, such- as "issuing", "presenting", etc.
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which instantiate the action slot of the frame. e.g.:
(Al Reporting R2)
(Al R2 *agent :U.S.D.A.)
(A2 R2 #.report :RI)
(A3 R2 #action ? )
We will also want to specify another event frame. Since changes in quantity will occur frequently we
can create a frame for the event class "change" with the form
(AO Change Cl)
(Al Clt actor ? .
(A2 Cl #domain ? )
(A3 C1 #direction? )
(A4. Cl efrom -? )
(A5 C1 eto ? )
(A6 C1 erange ? )
(A7 C1 etime-from ? )
(A8 C1 #time-to ? )
The paraphrase "U.S.D.A. supply and demand'projections" is actually a phrase describing .a partial
instantiation of the Report frame in a particular domain. Thus we can add a new assertion, to the list:
(A7 R1 #label :U.S.D.A. supply and demand projections)
We will assume the understander.is familiar enough with the domain to already have this assertion,
and thus avoid the problem of specifying enough semantics to allow it to initially discover this
paraphrase. There are other possible paraphrases (e.g. government crop projections). It is an
interesting question for further research to determine if all acceptable, paraphrases have to fulfill the
same semantic constraints. Is it possible to develop a set of rules describing acceptable paraphrases
and contextual referents? For instance, although the values for assertions (1-6) cannot be changed,
paraphrases of those values should be equally acceptable. :How many cases can be left out of
particular paraphrases, and how acceptable are various combinations? If the paraphrases for
particular cases are all of a-generic type do we get an instance of contextual reference? e.g.
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"government crop report".
Once •this headline has been analyzed, we are left with an object frame as its topic. This frame
contains-uninstantiated expectations (assertions A3-6). The first step will be to try and'instantiate
them. The understander tries to. find a relation between the theme of "wheat and corn" and this new
frame. Al has no expectations; thus RI's expectations are examined. Assertion A4 becomes (A4 R1
*domain :and wheat corn). If the database has earlier U.S.D.A. reports it can check their frames to
determine if "wheat and corn" is an acceptable domain. Otherwise this instantiatiOn succeeds sirice
"wheat and corn" is consistent with the semantic characteristics of "domain", but are not time terms,
etc.
Once a generic frame like "Report" is instantiated onto a particular domain, the understander
expects a list of values as part of the extensional information to be learned. For instance, Oil cartel
has a list of members. The frame for RI will contain an assertion list of various. crop values. We
would like a sequence of actions like the following to occur now. The "wheat and corn" frame
contains both definitional information and crop values. (i.e..generic vs. instance) These crop values
change from report to report, while the definitional information stays the same. In representing each
nev) report, we do not want to repeat the constant component. Definitional information need only be.
specified in one place. We want to segregate the changeable component and treat it separately. For
example, Goldstein (1975) uses inheritance to link an instance to the generic concept. "The latest"
triggers a specialist into finding the previously "current" crop report values, and Changing their status
to "previous". The specialist should then recopy these assertions, omitting the old values. This new.
component, labeled "current", is appended to the frame.
A good heuristic is: If an object Frame contains a fixed order for uninstantiated assertions, (as in
a table), expect, as the default, -that instantiation will occur in that order. In other words, we expect
the article to discuss the report in the same order the report presents values in the associated table.
(e.g. we use world knowledge about the organization of such reports and articles which discuss them
to anticipate the organization of this article.)
The last headline tells where the report is from. This is a standard device. Later on in the article,
"Mr. Bell" is introduced as a more specific source of knowledge. Generally news articles ascribe
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sources for their information following the same pattern as for the rest of the text. That is, they
initially introduce a source in a general fashion, and gradually become more and more specific as to
who this is.
The first sentence is:
(S19) THIS WEEK THE USDA ISSUED A NEW 1975-76
FORECAST FOR THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF WHEAT AND CORN.
This sentence recapitulates the headlines, adding only two new bits of information: the date of
issue of the report, "this week", which instantiates "latest"; and the crop year, 1975-76, which is
already assumed. The first sentence can be represented by the following set of assertions: (This is a
hand parse of the surface structure relations)
(1) (#Eventl :U.S.D.A :issues)
(2) (#Timel :Eventl :this week)
(3) (#Objl :Event1 :Forecast)
(4) (#Time2 :Forecast :1975-76)
(5) (#For :Forecast :Supply and Demand)
(6) (#Of :Supply and Demand :Wheat and Corn)
So far there is only one theme with any expectations. Using Rule 1, the understander first
considers that theme. This theme is R1, a supply and demand frame. The understander proceeds by
an ordered attempt to first recognize referents to R1 in the parse, and then find values for slots in
R1. We would like the understander to realize, as we do, that "U.S.D.A. Supply and Demand
Projections" and "U.S.D.A. issued a . . . forecast for the supply and demand of wheat and corn" are
essentially paraphrases. The first step is to recognize "U.S.D.A." and "Supply and Demand". Since
U.S.D.A. is recognized as the value of the source slot in the theme frame, (as w4 as a lexical token in
the label), the understander trys to see if the action the U.S.D.A. is involved in, "issuing", is a
permissable action by which a source is related to its report. In other words, is this an instance of
"reporting"? The understander attempts to:
(1) identify Event1 as a permissable occurence of the event class "Reporting", allowing it to link
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assertion (1) in the parse, and assertion (A2) from table (RI) through the knowledge that the action of
(1) makes (A2) possible.
(2) If this succeeds, instantiate assertions (2)-(6) onto the current theme frame. Assertion (2)
instantiates the Time slot currently occupied by "latest". Assertion (3) is seen as presenting a
contextual referent for the crop report (perhaps because "forecast" is a paraphrase .for "Report",
from which the crop report frame is derived. i.e. list R1 should have another assertion (A8 R1 label
:forecast).) Assertion (4) matches the value for the date of the crop being reported on. The TYPE of
report (assertion (5)) matches. Lastly, the domains (assertion (6)) match. Since no new expectations
occur, the topic is not made a theme when entered on the topic list.
The next sentence is:
(S20) THE FIGURES SHOULD PRETTY WELL REFLECT THE DEPARTMENT'S OPINION OF THE LATEST
ANNOUNCED OR UNANNOUNCED INDICATIONS OF RUSSIAN INTEREST IN U.S. GRAINS, THEREFORE THE
OVERALL CHANGE SEEMS IMPORTANT.
Here is our candidate for the 'relational" parse of the sentence.
16) (#Event2 iRussia :Has)
(7) (eObj2 :Event2 :Interest)
(8) (#In :Event2. :U.S. Grains)
(9) (*Event3 :Department :has)
(10) (*Obj3 :Event3 :Opinion)
(11) (#Of :Event3 :Event2)
(12) (#Event4 :Figures :Reflect)
(13) (*0Obj4 :Event4 :Event3).
(.14) (*Event5 :change :is).
(15) (#Obj5 :Event5 :Important)
(16) (#Therefore :Causes :Event3.:Event5)
The form used here for the prepositional functions is (tin eargl #arg2), (tof targl targ2),
(#therefore *relation targl targ2).
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The topic is (12) Event4. There is still only the one theme which has expectations, so the
understander will again try and link this theme and the topic. The understander examines the parse,
topic first, for a reference. "Figures" is considered first. This is an instance of contextual reference.
It is apparent to a reader that "figures" is used to refer to the report. The #Form slot of R1 has not
been instantiated yet. We would like "Figures" to be acceptable to the #form expectation, either
because it is an acceptable paraphrase, or because the function will accept all labels indicating
numerical values. In other words, on reading "the figures", the understander identifies the phrase -as
a definite reference, but to what? It asks if it expects any "figures", and in so doing instanitates the
*form expectation.
Once this occurs, the understander attempts to instantiate other parts of the frame in the
sentence. This fails. Rule 2 indicates that if this parse is not instantiating or augmenting
expectations, it must either be a comment about the theme, or a new sub-theme. In this case, the
sentence is a comment about the theme. We will link comments to knowledge by a labeled comment
slot in the frame. This has the effect of associating qualitative knowledge with data in a way which
allows it to be changed without affecting the data.
The comment slot indicates a qualitative knowledge link. The format for this is the following. The
understander knows various qualitative knowledge rules which each express a single causal relation.
In the same way as any frame can 'be instantiated for a particular domain, a qualitative knowledge
rule, if used, must be instantiated for the domain. Once this is done, its use leads to a causal
prediction. A rough form of the rules involved here might be:
(A) Russian interest in U.S. grains affects supply.
(B) The crop report reflects the government's estimate of (A)
(C) The change in the crop report reflects the change in (B).
Once these are instantiated with particular values from the current report, a prediction can be
made. e.g. The amount of change in the crop report reflects a change in Russian plans to import U.S.
grains. Ideally, the use of such qualitative knowledge should trigger the actual calculation of the
change. Ultimately, understanding this domain will involve using many antecedent theorems to
automaticly calculate values whenever a new report occurs. (We will sidestep the issue of how the
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appropriate qualitative knowledge rule is recognized.)
The next sentence is:
(S21) PREVIOUSLY THE U.S.D.A. HAD EXPECTED A WHEAT CARRYOVER NEXT JUNE 30TH OF AROUND
497-MILLION BUSHELS. (RANGE 572-422)
Our relational parse is:
(17) (=Event6 :U.S.D.A. :Expected)
(18) (=Obj6.:Event6 :Wheat Carryover)
(19) (#Time3 :Wheat Carryover :June 30)
(20) (#Of :Wheat Carryover :497 million bushels (range 572-422))
(21) (*Time4 :Event6 :Previously)
The topic, U.S.D.A., is recognized as part of the label for the theme. The understander knows the
U.S.D.A. has the relation of SOURCE in the instance of REPORT which is the theme. The understander
knows that sources are related to reports as agents who issue them. The. action of "expected" is an
acceptable way of instantiating this relation. "Previously" dates this action of "reporting" to prior to
the current one. We would like the time specialist to rercognize that the report refered to must be
the previous instantiation of the report frame in this domain. Consequently the understander can
expect the rest of the sentence to discuss this earlier report. The only expectations not yet
instantiated are those for actual crop values. "Wheat Carryover" is recognized as the label for a crop
value slot. The "Previously" tells the understander to check old values for this slot. The values of
assertion (20) in the parse should match the values stored for the previous wheat carryover. (A
possible new rule might say that if a previously instantiated value for an old instance of a current
Report is discussed, then expect the. new value for that slot to be given. Under this rule, the
understander would expect instantiaion of current wheat-carryover.)
(S22) THE FORECAST THIS WEEK ADJUSTS THAT TOTAL DOWNWARD FROM 497 TO 395 MILLION
(425-365 RANGE).
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Note in this sentence the definite reference "The forecast", the contrasting "this week" to the
earlier "previously", and the use of the definite reference "that total". In addition the old total of 497
million is restated. Parse:
(20) (#Event7 :Adjusts :Forecastl)
(21) (#Obj7 :Event7 :That total)
(22) (#Time4 :Event 7 :This week)
(23) (#Downward :Wheat carry-over :497 :395 :(425-365))
"The forecast" could refer to either of the two versions of the report, since forecast is an
acceptable contextual paraphrase of the theme label. However, by checking the date of the forecast
event the reference must be to the current report. Also, the prior report, although a topic, is not a
theme; only the current report has expectations. Assertion (23) is an instance of the instantiation of
the Change frame in the current domain, with "adjust" being the label.
"that total" must be disambiguated. The simplest rule is to go backwards over the sentences to
find the most recent "total" of 497 million. The old value for "Wheat carryover" is recognized as the
referent of "that total". The sentence tells us that this total has been changed, which allows the
"current" expectation for "Wheat carryover" to instantiate.
The last sentence of the paragraph is:
(S23) A 395 MILLION TOTAL WILL COMPARE WITH 320 LAST JUNE 30TH, THEREFORE THE
BALANCE OF THE SITUATION IS LESS BURDENSOME THAN IT PREVIOUSLY APPEARED.
The topic of t.his sentence is the new information of the old sentence, namely the new total. This
reference "A 395 million total" is recognized as being the value given for current wheat carryover in
the previous sentence. No new information is given in the sentence, since the reference of "320" is
- to a prior crop. The wheat carryover expectation is fully instantiated. The remainder of the sentence
is a comment about the just completed instantiation. To understand it involves also knowing how
expected de'mand compares in total to the available crop. Obviously, last year demand was high,
resulting in a low carryover.
The next paragraph continues giving the crop values. The first sentence explains why the
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expected carryover has. been reduced.
(S24) THE INCREASED CONSUMPTION IS IN THE EXPECTED EXPORTS TOTAL WHICH NOW APPEARS
TO.LOOK LIKE 1,350 MILLION VS. 1,039 MILLION LAST SEASON.
It deals with the sub-category "Use", which contains a "domestic" and "exports" slot. It indicates that
the change in this category is due to a change in the "exports" value, implying that domestic
consumption is unchanged. Parse:
(24): (Event8 :Consumption :Is)
(25) (#Obj8 :Event8.:Change)
(26) (*Caused-by :Event8 :Exports total)
(27) (#Change :Increased :Exports :1,039 :1,350)
(28) (#Time8 (*from :change) :Last season)
(29) (#Time9 :Event8 :current)
Once again, in assertions 27 - 29, we see. the elements that would be represented as an instance of
the Change frame in a deeper representation of the meaning of this sentence.
"Consumption" is recognized as a paraphrase of "Use". "Use" is a subheading for a group of
values.. This reference should alert the understander that everything under that head might be
mentioned. In- much the same way as in the previous paragraph, the "exports total" expectation is
found, and the Change frame used in getting the connection to the last report, given the date
information. Since the "domestic" crop use value is passed over, we would like to introduce a rule
that says use the prior value for an assertion as the default if it is not instantiated, since it is likely it
hasn't been changed. The next sentence is a "comment" about this instantiation.
At this point the theme frame-is fully instantiated for wheat. The next paragraph still talks about
wheat, but to comment on the report, using qualitative knowledge. The qualitative knowledge in this
paragraph should set up noticing expectations for future stories.. i.e. the qualitative knowledge rules
used might be:
(1) Crops cannot be planted without sufficient soil moisture.
(2) Poor soil moisture results. in loose rooting of crop.
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(3) Loose rooting leaves crop succeptible to wind damage.
(4) Poor foreign crops increase demand.
Expectations as a result of instantiating these rules with the facts in the third paragraph: (1) 10-
15% of the winter wheat crop cannot be planted until it rains sufficiently. Therefore, the amount of
domestic production is currently predicted to fall 10-15% due to this factor. Re-evaluate whenever it
rains. (2) 35% is not well rooted, and may be damaged during Feb.- March. Therefore, expect
estimates of wind damage during these months, and expect that the wheat crop will be reduced by
some fraction up to but not greater than 35%. Conclusion: expect the domestic crop to be reduced
from 10-45% (3) Expectation: Russia will have a poor crop; expect increased exports.
A knowledge of how the tables work could enable the understander to calculate that (1) the
difference must be made up by carryover from the old crop and that (2) the amount of decrease in
the new crop together with the change in exports indicates whether old crop futures will rise because
of high demand relative to the quantity available.
Example II
Our second example explores the first few paragraphs of a lead article from the New York Times,
chosen at the time of the oil embargo. The first half of the article is given in Appendix 2. In
considering each new sentence, we shall explore three issues. The first is (1) What is the discourse
link? We will hope to find links which fit the cues specified in Rule 1. Once we have decided which
prior theme a sentence is linked to, we are interested in (2) The type of thematic connection involved.
Here, we hope to find that Rule 2 covers the alternatives. (3) Lastly, we will discuss ways to
represent the article.
In this example, we use an augmented case frame representation in many instances. To augment
the cases, we will use dictionary definitions to define generic frames, and where necessary instantiate
them in local domains to develop episodic frames. Kinsch (1974) has demonstrated how the different
senses of a word can be disambiguated by reference to the different case requirements of those
senses. Consequently, we will use only those senses which are relevent to our example, and ignore
the problem of choosing the right word sense.
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A. frame for an event will consist of an assertion list which contains, as in the case of object
frames, permissible paraphrase labels. It will contain an action slot, and often a goal, both of which
specifiy semantic characteristics for any set of actions which are an instantiation of that event. In
addition it will contain assertions for the cases associated with that sense of the lexical item. Each
assertion will in turn have a slot for augmentation information. This. information is initially derived
from the dictionary definitions. If the event is instantiated in a domain, this domain will be specified,
along with any restrictions this places on the event.
The article contains four levels of headlines. To understand why there are so many, we must
consider some of the peculiarities of newspaper articles. They are normally constructed breadth first
so that a reader, by reading the initial segments, can decide if he is interested enough in any of the
themes to wish to read the details embedded in later paragraphs. Consequently there are no
surprises in these latter paragraphs, which focus primarily on developing the themes -presented
initially. This is also evident in the headlines, which try and present as many of the major themes as
possible.
The top headline, hence the first topic on the list as well as the first theme, is the sentence
ft'agment:
(S25). PETROLEUM PLOY
For the first headline, we will use the definition of "Ploy", and instantiate it in the domain of
petroleum, to represent the phrase. Thus:
Ploy - sense 3. a tactic intended to frustrate or embarass one's opponent.
Frame:
(AO Ploy PI)
(Al P1 Goal ? Augmentation (embarrass/frustrate))
(A2 P1 Domain (petroleum))
(A3 P1 Actor? )
(A4 P1 Action ? Augmentation.(tactic))
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(A5 P1 Recipient ? Augmentation (opponent))
(A6 P1 Label (petroleum ploy))
The frame contains the necessary case information, which has been partially augmented by the
defining knowledge. This knowledge will be used by expectations. The augmentations are shown as
simple words or phrases, but in any actual implimentation these would have to be pointers to
procedural knowledge, and to other frames. The specification of a domain for the event determines
that the action will have to involve this domain. Actually, people's frames are probably much richer
than this. Dictionary definitions provide only a minimal consensus on frame properties. From this
frame, we can expect the article to discuss (a series of) actions involving petroleum which can be
described as a tactic whereby an unidentified agent frustrates his opponent.
Frame P1 could be made more detailed. For instance, we know that to frustrate someone, we must
be interfering with that person's actions. Consequently, we could include the event consisting of the
opponent's actions, as part of the frame. Similarly, frustrating these actions will also involve an event
composed of specific actions. Both these events are explicitly introduced later on as sub-themes, so
we will not develop them here. (In this frame the goal of the action can be instantiated by a
sequence of events. In cases where the goal is subsequently instantiated, it usually becomes a sub-
theme.)
The second headline is:
(S.26) COMING OIL PRICE RISE IS LIKELY TO BE SMALL
The linking cue to the initial theme is contained in the identity between "Petroleum ploy" and "oil
price rise". Since there is initially only the one theme, the understander expects this headline to
refer to it. A workable process might first recognize "Oil" as a paraphrase for "petroleum", and as a
result trys to find a relation between the conceptual representations for the phrases "petroleum
ploy"- and "oil price rise". "Price rise" is an action which can instantiate P1's action slot, since it
fulfills the requirement of involving the right domain, and is not inconsistent with the frame for tactic.
The understander will assume the instantiation to be true, if there is no disconfirming evidence. (The
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understander should already know that the price of oil is to go up, since this was common knowedge
at the time this article was published.) Since "Petroleum Ploy" is also a label, "oil price rise" is
actually a contextual referent which can function as.a paraphrase. (i.e. if the domains are identical,
and the phrase instantiates the action slot of a frame, consider it: a contextual reference.)
Consequently, the. "petroleum ploy" frame is changed by:
(A4 P1 Action (price rise) Augmentation (tactic))
.(A7 P1 Label (oil price rise))
Since this phrase is qualified by "Coming" we can add an assertion:
(A8 P1 Time ? Augmentation (future))
The only other new piece of knowledge in the sentence is the fact that the price rise/action "is
likely to be small". We could represent this as an additional augmentation on this particular "price
rise". However, since "price rise" itself is an event with its own frame, and can both take cases and
be involved in causal relations with other actions, it is more convenient to shift to a conceptual
dependency type representation. We follow Schank's notation but do not limit ourselves to his set of
conceptual primitives. This will allow us to graphicly represent the developing actions in the article.
The parse for this sentehce might then look like:
oJ i-> current plus small
pr ce<=>r ise- -
future < current
The third headline is:
(S27) GOAL IS SAVING OPEC
This clause is part of the same sentence as the previous.headline, and so is understood as
mnodifying the previous clause. The clause explicitly states a goal. Since it modifies the previous
clause the goal must be the goal of the action of that clause. That clause instantiated an action for
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the theme frame; therefore this goal must be the same goal as that frame's. Since the clause gives
no explicit reference to any theme, we would, in any event assume that link, by default. Thus:
(Al PI Goal (save OPEC) Augmentation (embarrrass/frustrate))
"Saving OPEC" instantiates the goal assertion, resulting in the inference that the action of raising oil
prices will achieve the goal of saving OPEC, by frustrating an opponent. However, "saving OPEC" is
itself an event with its own frame. Consequently, what we have here is a sub-theme whose
occurence is the goal of our main theme. We begin to see that a series of related actions are
anticipated by the headlines.
"Save" is defined: "To preserve from harm." Thus we can specify a frame for save:
(AO Save SO)
(Al Si Action (oil price rise))
(A2 SI Object (OPEC))
(A3 SI Goal ? Augmentation (preserve object from harm))
(A4 S1 Actor? )
We now have a sequence of actions specified whereby an unknown actor takes an action (of
raising the price of oil) with the goal of preserving OPEC from harm from another actor, an opponent.
The initial goal of creating an event in which the opponent is frustrated, through the action of a ploy,
was instantiated so that the action which achieved this goal (oil price rise) was specified. The goal
itself involved an uninstantiated event (saving OPEC) and thus became a sub-theme. To represent all
this we will continue to use a conceptual dependency type diagram.
causes price<-oil
actor=====.....========= =======.....................> --f uture
goal- rise
actor<=>preserve<-0PEC current current plus smal I
enabli ng. cause
actor<=>fru-strate
opponent<=>action
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We now have a sub-theme (because it introduced expectations of its own) which is related to the
main theme. The actions whereby an oil price rise will preserve OPEC and frustrate opponents. have
not yet been specified, but are expected to occur later on in the article.
The next headline is:
(S28) WESTERN EXPERTS LAY BOOST TO NEED TO PROTECT CARTEL FROM MEMBER'S. CHEATING
This headline recapitulates old information. "Boost" is a contextual referent for "price rise", and
we would like the understander to recognize this and add a new assertion for this paraphrase to the
frame. "need to protect cartel" recapitulates "Goal is saving OPEC". "Cartel" and "OPEC" are
paraphrases. Consequently, we would expect that the. understander would recognize these potential
links, and find that much of the parse for this phrase matches onto values already available in the
theme frame. The phrase "from member's cheating" introduces new knowledge. "from" specifies the
nature of the link; i.e. the goal is saving OPEC "from member's cheating". This provides an action for
"harm" which the goal of saving OPEC will prevent. e.g.
(A3 SI Goal ? Augmentation (preserve OPEC from members' cheating))
"Western Experts" is presented as the source of this information, allowing a source attribution to be
established.
Let's return to the phrase "to need to protect cartel from member's cheating". The actor slot for
"protect" can be augmented by the knowledge that the actor is a member of OPEC. "Cheat" will take
an actor who must be a different member of the cartel. Expectations will anticipate that the
occurence of the members' names later on will instantiate these slots.
It is now clear that the opponent is frustrated by preventing his performing an action. The action
that the opponent attempts is clearly that of cheating. Since the actual actions which result in
cheating .are not specified' cheating becomes a sub-theme. (It does instantiate this action slot
however.) Cheat can be defined as: "to fool, to escape." Thus a frame for cheat would contain:
(AO Cheat C2)
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(Al C2 Label (cheat))
(A2 C2 Goal ? Augmentation (to fool, to escape))
(A3 C2 Actor ? Augmentation (member-of OPEC))
(A4 C2 Recipient ? Augmentation (member-of OPEC))
The use of the paraphrase "boost" tells the understander where to place this frame in the action
sequence. ("protect" should be entered as a paraphrase for "save"). We know that for a member of
OPEC to cheat, must be to cheat OPEC, given the current context. That is, the "action of cheating"
must affect the goal slot in the frame for the oil cartel. Similarly, the action of "protect" must affect
the action of "cheat". This can be represented as an inference that:
(some of)
A powerful understander would draw on its knowledge of "cheat" to anticipate that cheating must
involve competing through price reductions. Frames would have to contain more information than the
minimal amount used to allow this. It might also be helpful if frames contained procedural components
which calculated the effect of achieving the goal of a frame for any given domain. Thus given the
domain of the oil cartel, and the actor and recipient as members of that cartel, this active component
would calculate what the action of cheating would consist of in this instance.
If the cartel frame also included the knowledge that it is the action of price fixing which achieves
its goal of limited competition, this might work like this. The procedural knowedge associated with
cheating would operate by using the fact that cheating is essentially the action of breaking the rules.
To calculate the probable action for cheating in a domain, find the defining action which achieves the
goal. In the present case, the general rule is to limit. competititon, through the device of charging the
same price as other members. Therefore to cheat must involve charging a different and more
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competitive price; that is, a lower one. One aspect of inferencing in a common sense.sort of way will
involve calculating probable actions which achieve an event frame's goal in a specific domain.
"Cartel" provides a good example of an object frame which is instantiated intersententiaHy in this
article. Cartel is defined by: "A combination of political groups for common action. A combination of
independent commercial enterprises designed to limit competition." Since in this case the political
groups are functioning as commercial enterprises the frame for "cartel" in the domain of oil initially
might be:
(AO Cartel C3)
:(Al C3 Label (OPEC))
(A2 C3 Domain (oil))
(A3 C3 Member ? Augmentation (political group, petroleum exporter))
(A4 C3 Goal (limit competition in domain) Augmentation (combined in action))
(A5 C3 Action (fix price of oil))
I have included in this frame information which instantiation in the domain of oil provides.
Additional details concerning the cartel occur throughout the article. For instance, various member's
names are mentioned, and would be added to the frame if not already known. Besides membership'
information, there is episodic information regarding this cartel, some of which we now know, namely
that some of its members, cheat. Although such episodic information is not part of the frame, the
frame must be linked to this knowledge. Thus it is very useful for the understander to be able to
examine object frames such as cartel to determine what events its members have been involved in.
The final headline is:
(S29) SLY MANOUVERING BY THE SHAH
If the understander has any world knowledge to draw on, it would know that the .Shah runs a
petroleum exporting country which is a member of OPEC. As there do not appear to be any explicit
theme links, the default option holds, andthe understander assumes this headline is related to the
sub-theme discussed in the previous headline. Consequently, the understander attempts to instantiate
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this sentence onto that frame. Since the Shah runs a member country of OPEC, he could fill either of
the two actor slots, as either the cause of a price rise, or as a cheater, the "opponent". A "sly
manouver" could be considered a tactic or ploy, but could also be something underhanded.
Consequently, thi.s knowledge cannot be placed unambiguously. However, the expectation is that it
can only go in one of two places. In either case, the Shah's action is unspecified, although it must
fulfill the constraint of being a "sly manouver". It becomes a new sub-theme.
We are now in position to consider the actual text. The first sentence is:
(S30) AS PROMISED BY THE OIL CARTEL, WORLD PRICES OF PETROLEUM WILL RISE BY YEAR END.
The first step is to identify a theme link. "As promised by" I have chosen to treat as a compiled
phrase. As such, it takes two arguments. The first is an actor slot, which is filled by "oil cartel". "Oil
cartel" is recognized as a paraphrase for OPEC, which provides a potential link to those frames which
involve the cartel, or could be instantiated by it. The second argument is an action slot, which is filled
by the promise, which in this case is the oil price rise. Thus the compiled phrase serves to indicate
that an actor will perform, or is expecting, an action. The description of this action constitutes the
rest of the first sentence. The phrase "world prices of petroleum" is a contextual referent to "oil
price", and serves as a local paraphrase. "Rise" will of course be recognized as the action involved in
the main theme. Consequently, the sentence is understood as:
price<- oil
actor== ----- year end
(oil cartel) rise
current current plus x
The components of this representation are recognized as parts of the main theme. The main
theme is now identified as the topi.c of the first sentence. This sentence essentially recapitulates
what has been learned from the headlines, and augments the time assertion. This restatement of the
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theme, which we also saw in the first example, may serve a similar function to that of those first
sentences in stories which Rummelhart (1975) studied, that gave the setting. (Once upon a time....)
The new knowledge that the actor who raises the price of oil is the oil -cartel, instantiates that
expectation. The use of the word "again" in this sentence should trigger off a demon. .My current
conception of such function words is that they activate demons, which in the current case would
search for past occurences of a similar event. If. the event was not found in memory, the demon
would expect further references to this old event later in the article.
The next sentence starts a new paragraph; It is:
(S31) BUT NOT AS MUCH AS HAS BEEN WIDELY SPECULATED.
We will ignore pragmatic features such as paragraphs for now. No explicit theme link is present
here. In such cases, the. default is that the current sentence involves the same theme as the previous
one. The current sentence is also a sentence fragment which starts with "But". "But" is a conjunction
meaning "with the exception of". We will treat function words like but, and, or, again, etc. as evoking
demons which try and instantiate their functional arguments. "With the exception of" indicates that
previous information is modified by the subsequent information in the sentence. "riot as much as" can
be considered a compiled phrase which takes two arguments. The first argument is the information (in
this case in the previous clause) qualified by the phrase. The understander assumes this argument
exists, since the phrase. functions as a referent to this previous argument. We assume, by the default
rule, and the link given by "But", that the referenced argument is the theme of the oil price rise; The
second argument gives content to the qualification, and is the new information in the sentence. Since
no new theme is given in the sentence, the second argument must also involve this theme. This clause
is telling us that a previous value given for the price rise is greater than the actual value of the price
rise. (Once again, an article discusses earlier reports on the same event.)
The action in the sentence, " speculate", is defined as: "to think about the various aspects of a
given subject."
(AO Speculate: S3)
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(Al S3 Actor ?
(A2 S3 Action ? Augmentation (thinking))
(A3 S3 Goal ? Augmentation (conclusion))
(A4 S3 Object oil price (rise))
The object thoug'ht about is the second argument of "not as much as", and is the theme, the oil
price rise. Consequently the function is being used reflexively. The actual linking relation the
function specifies is that argument 1 is less than argument 2.
The arguments in this case are themselves events. The function must be understood as saying
that whatever changes in Event 2 must change less in Event 1. (Event 1 is the actual price rise; Event
2 the promised price rise.) This would produce a paradox if (argument (Event 1)) was the same as
(argument (Event 2)). Since (argument (Event 2)) was a hypothetical occurence of the event, we are
saved. "Speculate", besides taking the theme event as the object of speculation, must also have an
actor. In this case, the only suitable actor must be the source encountered earlier, "western experts".
We would like the understander to be able to infer that the source of previous speculation is the most
likely current source. Thus the sentence might be represented as:
price <- oil oil->price western experts
year end---> (is less than) < ==== =....
rise rise think
current current current current pr ice<=>ri se
plus small plus small oil
ARGUMENT 1 ARGUMENT 2
Of course, the compiled phrase function would need to be more complex than this in order to be
able to handle the calculation of change in other types of cases as well. Our representation for the
article now looks something like this:
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price<-oi I western<=>speculate
actor-==> -coming is less /
rise price=>rise
goa> current current oil I
plus small
western source actor<=>preserve<-0PEC
e.xperts 
actor<=>frustrate
opponent<=>cheat
member of OPEC
In the frame for "speculate" the goal has been described as aconclusion, which must be about the
domain of the speculation. In the current domain of the "price rise" this conclusion would involve the
value of the speculated rise. Although the understander does- not infer a value, it expects such a
conclusion to be given through the instantiation of this speculated rise. This hypothetical "price rise"
introduces a new sub-theme. The sub-theme will involve not only the actual value for the speculated
price rise, but expectations concerning the actions of speculating. These actions are given later in the
article by discussing how estimates (i.e. conclusions) were arrived at by estimating inflation, etc.
The rest of the second sentence is:
(S32) AND NOT FOR THE REASONS GIVEN BY THE CARTEL.
Since this is both part of the same sentence as the. previous clause, and also contains no explicit
links, by default this clause is expected to involve the current frame. The sentence can be
understood as containing a basic segment which is modified by the "and not". "And" means "in
addition to", which specifies that this clause is an addition to the previous one. "Not" supplies a
negation. This segment consists of the action of the cartel of "giving reasons". Reason can be
defined as: "an explanation or justification of an act." This action takes at least three cases. The
first is that of the agent who gives the justification. This slot is filled in the. sentence by "cartel".
The second slot is that of an action which is an explanation or justification. This action must be also a
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new sub-theme, since it has new expectations. The third case must be that of the object for which
the reasoning action is given. Since the previous theme has been the oil price rise, this action
becomes the object. This can all be represented by:
(oil price rise) western experts.
cartel<=>justified is less than <---------- (oil price rise)
false speculate (conclusion)
This is quite a complicated idea to derive from a single sentence! The main theme of the oil price
rise has now broken down into several sub-themes. To begin with, we still expect to learn the details
of the price rise, (involving actions which frustrate cheating and save OPEC) which will involve
intrigue by the Shah. In addition we have a hypothetical price rise for as yet unspecified reasons.
This hypothetical rise was postulated to be different from the actual rise. Lastly, we have a sub-
theme which will explain why this hypothetical rise was wrongly postulated.
The next sentence is:
(S33) THE REAL REASONS BEHIND THE COMING PRICE CHANGES ARE TO BAIL OUT HARDER-
PRESSED PRODUCER NATIONS BY BOOSTING THEIR DECLINING REVENUES AND TO KEEP THE PRICING
STRUCTURE OF THE ORGANIZATION OF PETROLEUM EXPORTING COUNTRIES FROM BEING UNDERMINED
BY THE CHEATING OF SOME OF THE 13 MEMBER STATES.
Since the sentence is partitioned into two clauses by an "and", we shall consider the two parts
separately. In the first clause, we would like the understander to recognize the phrase "price
changes" as a contextual reference to "oil price rise". "coming" would aid in this recognition. This
identifies the theme of the previous sentence. However, "oil price rise" now is part of several sub-
themes. Which is being refered to? The phrase "real reasons behind the coming price changes" will
identify the sub-theme introduced in the previous clause. (i.e."reason" is recognized. The topic of the
previous sentence was the reasons given for the oil price rise.)
This initial phrase ("The real reasons behind the coming price changes are") is saying that the rest
of the sentence will give the truth value for the "reason" mentioned in the previous clause. Except
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for "real" this first phrase paraphrases the previous clause. Thus, a reason can be real or false. A
reason is Itself of course a description of the actions which serve as the explanation or justification in
the present domain. To represent this fragment we must also introduce the fact that these actions
can have a true or false relationship to other actions.
The very complicated theme branching we observe here is by no means uncommon once we leave
the level of physical causality and try to represent human reasoning about events and intention. In
the current case, we want to be able to represent an as yet unspecified sequence of actions as
falsely causing the theme event of the oil price rise; also represent the true sequence of actions
which caused this rise, and represent a thinking sequence which incorrectly concludes in a false price
rise. We also wish to be able to easily determine which of these sequences is being discussed
whenever the oil price rise is mentioned.
The rest of the first clause contains this true.reason: "to bailout harder pressed producer
nations by boosting their declining revenues". "Bail out" is defined as: "to come to the help of,
through financial aid." If we. were representing this sentence in our case frame format, the action of
"bailing out" would take an actor, an instrument, a recipient, and an action. The actor can be
instantiated as OPEC, since we already know OPEC caused the price rise. The instrument which helps
OPEC is specified as financial aid, which can be instantiated by the.theme event of the oil price rise.
The recipient is "the harder pressed producer nations." "Producer nations" is recognized as a
contextual referent to members of OPEC. No actions are specified for the goal of helping. The
understander now knows that the reason for the oil price rise -is to provide financial aid. The reasons
for the price changes are to create an action, the price rise, which has the causal effect of "bailing
out" harder pressed. members. This effect is caused by the fact that a price rise provides financial
aid through the action of boosting declining revenues. The understander will notice a connection
between "bail out" and the actiori mentioned in the headlines' of "saving OPEC". We represent this
part of the conceptual structure as:
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ice rise)
--(harder pressed producer nations = members(OPEC)
ent oil-> price
r I~se
current current plus more
The rest of the clause also maps easily onto the conceptual structure we have built to represent
the story thus far, giving:
oil Iprice w western experts
OPEC===> <•--year en} less than
rise
enables- current current
(oil price rise)
ion
plus smal I
OPEC<=>help <--_O--(Harder pressed members)
instrument of financial aid
(oi I price ri se)===>revenues
declining increasing
Consider the second clause in the sentence. Since there is an "and", we assume it augments the
first clause. This means that the theme event must also serve the function of keeping the pricing
structure of OPEC from being undermined by members' cheating. (i.e. instantiates the action of
frustrating the opponent's cheating.) "Cheating" is recognized, and this allows the augmentation of
"opponent" - "some of the 13 member states", and instantiation of actor = OPEC. The action of
cheating can now be given the causal effect of undermining "the pricing structure of OPEC".
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"Frustrate" is defined as: "to prevent, to nullify." The actual actions which are the instance of
cheating have not yet been specified, and are expected. At a top level the action in the article can be
described by:
OIL PRICE RISE
<m---- enables
OPEC TO PRESERVE OPEC
<---- through the action of
PROVIOING FINANCIAL AID
<---- causes
OPEC<=>FRUSTRATE
MEMBERS<=>CHEAT
The fourth sentence is:
(S34) TO ACCOMPLISH THESE AIMS, OPEC, IRONICALLY, MUST RAISE PRICES AGAIN -QR ELSE
REDUCE THEM.
It starts with the compiled phrase ."To accomplish these aims". "These aims" is also a contextual
reference. This tells the understander that (1) The theme explored in the previous sentence is
involved; (2) The rest' of the sentence will give more information on this. The initial phrase "To
accomplish these aims" indicates that the coming price rise will cause the goals which the previous
sentence has presented, namely that of saving OPEC. "These aims" must refer to "bailing out harder
pressed nations" and "keeping pricing structure intact", since these are the only two actions by OPEC
in the previous sentence. The rest of the sentence primarily restates what has already been given.
i.e. OPEC, ironically, must raise prices again, for if it does not, it will have to reduce them. The new
information in the sentence says, in effect, that lowering the price of oil would have the same effect
as raising it. A paradox indeed! Since.no sequence of events to instantiate this expectation is given,
it becomes. a new sub-theme. One way to represent this would be to introduce a link labeled
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"hypothetical causative", which would join the new event module <lower oil prices> to this event
sequence. A causal link from the original theme event <oil price rise> to this would be necessary, and
it should be indicated that the two links have causally identical effects.
While this is clearly a case where we have expectations of actions which will instantiate (and
incidentally clarify) this theme, it is a peculiar instance of expectations. The average reader would
probably note that it should be impossible for both an action and its reverse to have the same effect.
He will assume that this is not really the case, and that disambiguation will occur later in the article.
The explanation given later on is to the effect that while the official benchmark price of oil is to
rise (i.e. the theme event) the actual price for non benchmark grades may drop. Two different oils
are being talked about, although this is not made clear for some time.
The sentence is linked to the previous theme through both the compiled phrase and its component
reference. Like many others, it recapitulates much of what has already been said. It creates a new
sub-theme involving the event of lowering the price of oil. This sub-theme is the new knowledge
presented by the sentence.
- (S35) THESE ARE THE CONCLUSIONS OF KEY WESTERN OIL OBSERVERS WHO IN THE PAST HAVE
SUCCESSFULLY PREDICTED OPEC MOVES.
It attributes the information given thus far to a "source". This augments the previously refered to
source from "western experts" to "key western oil observers" who have been successful in the past.
The article periodicly makes the source more specific until at the end actual names are given.
The next paragraph starts with its own headline:
(S36) NOT ALL BLUFF.
Although this may not generally hold true for such paragraph structure, we will make the assumption
,that if a sub-theme is not given, a paragraph headline has popped back up to the top, and refers to
the main theme. Thus the understander will expect this paragraph to instantiate, how "oil price rise"
is not all bluff. The headline alerts us to get our bluff frame ready. Since the first sentence of the
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paragraph uses "bluff" lets examine how it is used in the context of that sentence.
(S37) IT'S CLEAR NOW, THE OBSERVERS SAY, THAT THE CARTEL'S PLEDGE TO RAISE PETROLEUM
PRICES ANOTHER NOTCH DESPITE A WORLD GLUT OF OIL, ISN'T ALL BLUFF.
It begins with a paraphrase of the first part of the last sentence. "Observers" function as a
reference to "key western oil observers". "Its clear now," they say, paraphrases "these are the
conclusions of". We would-like-the understander to recognize these similarities. "the cartel's pledge
to raise petroleum prices another notch" should be recognized as a paraphrase of the main theme,
providing the theme link. "Cartel" would be recognized, and "pledge" should be interpreted as a
paraphrase of "promised" (from the first sentence). Since there are these two cues, the next step
would be to see if the representation for "raise petroleum prices another notch" can be linked to the
"oil price rise" event. We would like this to succeed, and also like this phrase to become an
acceptable paraphrase for this event. The new knowledge in this sentence (notice that like, many
. others, most of the sentence is devoted to recapitulating old knowledge to allow us to place the new
knowledge appropriately) are the phrases "despite a world glut of oil", and "isn't all bluff".
To understand this sentence, lets examine the frame for "bluff". The understander will recognize
its occurence, and instantiate portions of this sentence .onto it. The definition of bluff is: "1. to
'mislead (a person) by a false, bold front. 2. to frighten (a person) by threats that cannot be made
good. 3. in poker to try to mislead (other players) by betting or raising. the bet while holding poor
cards." The frame would be.:
(AO Bluff Bl)
(Al BI Agent (cartel) Augmentation (person))
(A2 81 Action (pledge to raise official oil prices)
Augmentation (threat/raise bet))
(A3 Bi Goal(to lower actual oil prices) Augmentation (to mislead))
(A4 81 instrument (blame on inflation) Augmentation (false bold front))
(A5 Bi Domain (world oil glut) Augmentation (holding poor cards))
The various instantiations have been included in the frame. This frame seems to be used in a
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different way than merely instantiating in a particular domain. .Rather, we are to interpret the cartel's
action in terms of the bluff frame.
To instantiate the actor slot as the cartel, the understander must be able to infer that since (1)
cartel .countries combined in action; (2) countries = animate actors combined in action (3) persons -
animate actors, therefore a cartel can function as a person for the purposes of instantiation. Since
cartel is the only appropriate actor, the understander might do this by considering the consequences
of instantiating this slot. Since it seems able to fulfill the same semantic requirements as a person, it
is used.
The understander can now interpet the actions using the bluff frame. For instance, if it were
asked about the effects of inflation in raising oil prices, it would be in a position to reply that blaming
it on this cause is an attempt to create a false bold front.
CONCLUSIONS
In examining these two examples, I have often not specified the mechanisms, whereby successful
manipulation of the text takes place. The main goal of the paper was to present a theory of discourse
structure and show how this can be used by a frame based understander. In attempting to achieve
this goal I adopted the strategy of using examples of actual prose rather than artificial stories. Many
of the strengths as well as flaws in this paper stem from this choice. For instance, since my domain
was not circumscribed, I did not attempt to specify the semantics of a small world. Instead, I
developed a minimal semantics necessary to perform particular tasks. Consequently not enough use
was made of either semantic information or "world knowledge" in understanding the examples. My
hope is that I have demonstrated that it is possible to take actual text and by using a model of
discourse structure determine the function of various sentence components in creating a unified
representation. Much work remains to be done to implement mechanisms which actually do the tasks,
but I have sketched out how some of these might operate.
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RPPERFDIX 1
October 31,1975
WHEAT AND CORN
AN ANALYSIS OF THE LATEST U.S.D.A. SUPPLY AND DEMAND PROJECTIONS
LESLIE ANALYTICAL ORGANIZATION
This week the U.S.D.A. issued a new 1975-76 forecast for the supply and demand of wheat and
corn. The figures should pretty well reflect the department's opinion of the latest announced or
unannounced indications of Russian interest in U.S. grains, therefore the overall change .seems
important.
Previously, the U.S.D.A. had expected a wheat carryover next June 30th of around 497 million
bushels (range 572 - 422); The forecast this week adjusts that total downward from 497 to 395
million (425 - 365 range). A 395 million total will compare with 320 last June 30th, therefore the
balance of the situation is less burdensome than it previously appeared.
The increased consumption is in the expected exports total which now appears to look like: 1,350
million vs. 1,039 million last season. For those who have an interest in verifying the schedule on. a
weekly basis, the 1,350 million total averages out to a requirement of 26 million bushels.of exports
each week. During the 16 weeks of the season so far, shipments averaged 27 million bushels.
On November 1st, approximately 10 to 15% of the winter wheat acreage in the Southwest w'as
awaiting an improvement in soil moisture conditions for planting. Perhaps 35% of that already planted
is not well rooted and may be readily susceptible to blowing wind damage next February and March.
Mr. Bell has recently indicated that an important portion of the Russian winter wheat crop is starting
with poor soil moisture reserves. It is not too difficult to envision an importantly reduced U.S.
production of winter wheat next season, unless favorable weather develops immediately. The U.S.D.A.
will issue an acreage and 1976 production estimate for winter wheat on December 22. Meanwhile,
next July's futures may become an interesting factor of price influence regarding old crop wheat
futures.
WHEAT(mil. bu.)
SUPPLY 1974-7S Forecast 1975-76 Previous Estimate
Carryover 247 328 319
Production 1,793 2,138 2,138
I0iports 2 1 1
Total Supply 2,042 2,459 2,458
USE
Domestic 683 734- 694 736- 686
Exports 1,839 1,388-1,488 1,158-1,358
Total Use 1,722 2,834-2,894 1,886-2,836
CARRYOVER 320 425- 365 572- 422
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PETROLEUM PLOY
COMING OIL PRICE RISE IS LIKELY TO BE SMALL; GOAL IS SAVING OPEC
WESTERN EXPERTS LAY BOOST TO NEED TO PROTECT CARTEL FROM MEMBERS' CHEATING
SLY MANEUVERING BY THE SHAH
As promised by the oil cartel, world prices of petroleum will rise again by year-end.
But not as much as has been widely speculated. And not for the reasons given by the cartel.
The real reasons behind the coming price changes are to bail out harder-pressed producer
nations by boosting their declining revenues and to keep the pricing structure of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries from being undermined by the cheating of some of the 1:3 member
states. To accomplish these aims, OPEC, ironically, must raise prices again, -or else reduce them.
These are the conclusions of key Western oil observers who in the past have successfully
predicted OPEC moves..
NOT ALL BLUFF
It's clear now, the observers say, that the cartel's pledge to raise petroleum prices another notch
despite a world glut of oil, isn't all bluff. They also say there won't be much change in cost to oil
consumers.
t That is because prices of some crude oils -paradoxicly higher quality grades from such places as
indonesia that now draw premium prices, would be changed little if at all. In fact, the president of
one U.S.-based international oil company maintains that some of these crudes will be secretly reduced
even as other petroleum prices are increased.
The projected price increases will vary between 50 cents and, possibly, $2 a barrel, depending on
the type and source of petroleum. That would translate to a boost ranging from one cent to about
five cents a gallon on petroleum products. The biggest leap, estimated at 10% to 20%, will come in the
current 810.46-a-barrel price of Saudi Arabia'sScrude oil, which is the benchmark for the OPEC
pricing mechanism.
"There is no longer any question that the (benchmark) price will be increased", John H. Lichblau,
executive director of the Petroleum Industry Research Foundation, says. "The only questions. are
when and how much." The cartel has said it wouldn't raise prices until after its nine-month "freeze"
ends on Sept. 30th; many oil observers suggest that OPEC won't get around to making any new-
prices effective until the end of the year. And on the question of "how much," Mr. Lichtblau says he
believes the rise in the benchmark price will be 81 to 81.50 a barrel.
SIMON'S POSITION
Such an increase, oil observers say, is suddenly beginning to make sense even though they agree
with Treasury -Secretary William Simon and other Washington officials who maintain that there isn't
any economic justification for further rises in petroleum prices. On the other hand, the oil exporters
contend that another round of price increases is: necessary because inflation in industrialized nations,
combined with the declining value of the U.S. dollar, has trimmed the petroleum producers' spending
power by increasing the cost of their own imports,
.A leading spokesman for the oil exporters's group, the Shah of Iran, puts their loss of purchasing
power since the beginning of :1974 at 35%.. This calculation ignores the petroleum price increases that
OPEC made throughout 1974 following the quadrupling of prices in late 1973. But it has led to
speculation that OPEC would boost petroleum prices by 4. a barrel (35% of the. benchmark $10.46)
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whenh the cartel's "freeze" thaws Sept. 30th.
Astute OPEC watchers discern some sly manouvering behind the Shah's arguments. "The coming
price increase is intended as a face saver," an oil analyst based in New York says. "The alternative -
cutting prices .-would be too repugnant to OPEC since it has had such major successes in raising
them." (The rest of the article goes on to discuss how because of falling oil demand due to the
recession, some OPEC members who had committed themselves to ambitious spending plans were
short of money. As a result they were shaving the prive of their oil to increase output and revenues.
The price :rise, engineered by the Shah, while raising the benchmark price, would also "adjust" the
premiums on non benchmark quality grades so that harder pressed members could continue to charge
lower prices, this time "officially".)
